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Edito This Winter
We’re All 20!

Opening  
ski area
16 December 2023  
until 12 April 2024 

The Les Sybelles® ski area 
first opened its doors on 13 
December 2003, becoming a 
noteworthy addition to 
France’s network of 
expansive, interconnected ski 
areas.  Fast forward 20 years, 
and on Saturday, 16 December 
2023, Les Sybelles® is set to 
mark its 20th anniversary with 
the seasonal opening of its 
slopes.  Nestled in the 
Maurienne region, this ski 
area ranks as the fourth 
largest in France and the 
seventh largest in Europe. 
Despite its size, Les Sybelles® 
has managed to maintain its 
unique charm, featuring six 
ski-in/ski-out village resorts 
and an expansive terrain that 
offers breathtaking views at 
every turn.

Boasting 136 ski runs to cater 
for skiers of all abilities, and 
elevations ranging from 
1,100m to 2,620m, the 
Sybelles® ski area provides an 
expansive playground for 
winter sports enthusiasts. 
This extensive area is 
stretched across its six 
ski-in/ski-out village resorts, 
all of which converge at the 
Pointe de l’Ouillon, situated at 
an altitude of 2,400m. This 
point acts as a pivotal 
junction connecting the 
slopes of Le Corbier, La 
Toussuire, Saint-Sorlin-
d’Arves, Saint-Jean-d’Arves, 
Saint-Colomban-des-Villards, 
and Les Bottières.

The skiing experience at Les 
Sybelles® is unlike any other, 
largely due to its open 
landscape that imparts an 
extraordinary sense of space. 
Known for its breathtaking 
scenery, the resort offers 
panoramic views in all 
weathers, making it a sight to 
behold no matter the 
conditions. Offering one of the 
most stunning 360° vistas in 
the French Alps, Les 
Sybelles® provides an 
unparalleled outlook on the 
awe-inspiring Aiguilles 
d’Arves peaks.  

 As we all celebrate turning 
20 this winter season, we 
eagerly await your 
participation in the festivities.
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The History
of Les Sybelles, 4th Largest Ski Area in France 

For years, the Ouillon plateau in the 
commune of Saint-Sorlin had been 
envisioned as the linchpin for an 
interconnected ski domain. In the 
early 1990s, community stakeholders, 
led by Jean-Léon Girardin, president 
of the syndicat intercommunal, and 
Michel Bouvard, general councillor 
and future MP and senator for Savoie, 
initiated work on the ambitious 
project.  

Joined by resort mayors and lift 
operators, the plans began to 
crystallise.

A crucial player in bringing the vision 
to fruition was Gaston Maulin. 
Originating from a family of bakers in 
the Isère region, Maulin initially 
began his career in the bakery 
business before transitioning to 
chocolate production and trade. His 
entrepreneurial efforts quickly bore 
fruit, leading him to head multiple 
businesses. Yet, his crowning 
achievement lay in Les Sybelles. 

Throughout the 1990s, Maulin and his 
wife, a Corbier native, formed strong 
ties with the resort community. In 
1995, he acquired the ski lifts in 
Corbier and Saint-Jean-d’Arves and 
immediately recognised the potential 
of the proposed ski link. 

Simultaneously, with Maurice Bozon, 
the mayor of St-Colomban des-
Villards, championing the cause and 
the backing of lift companies, village 
mayors coalesced in support of the 
endeavour. Gaston Maulin took on the 
role of project manager. The 
acquisition in partnership with La 
Toussuire ski area operator, in 1998, 
of the Saint-Sorlin d’Arves ski lifts, 
was a pivotal moment, making the 
interconnected ski area a feasible 
aspiration.

By 1999, the inaugural phase was 
executed, marked by the development 
of a new tourist unit at Ouillon. 

On 18 December 2003, the six resorts 
were connected by the Ouillon 
summit lift. The creation of the 
Domaine des Sybelles® stands as a 
testament to collective ingenuity and 
cooperation.

The tale of Les Sybelles® is a collaborative saga of six resorts 
coming together under the shared belief that unity amplifies 
strength. These resorts include Saint-Jean d’Arves, Saint-
Sorlin d’Arves, Les Bottières, Le Corbier, La Toussuire,  
and lastly, on the Villards valley side, Saint-Colomban.
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There’s a buzz of activity across the 
Sybelles® resorts as they gear up to 
celebrate their 20th anniversary. 

A medley of festive events is 
planned to entertain both young 
and old. The heart of the 
celebration takes place on the ski 
area’s central peak, l’Ouillon. 

Join us at an altitude of  
2,431 metres on!

16 december 2023  
The ski area opens 
Commemorate Les Sybelles’20th year with a foot-in-the-snow 
DJ set at the summit of Ouillon.

“Special 20 Years” ski pass offer on December 16 and 17, 2023: 
from €28 per day instead of €56.40 and €67 for 2 days instead 
of €112. i.e. approximately 40 to 50% savings.

Infos : www.sybelles.ski

A Winter Anniversary
Les Sybelles® Celebrates 20 Years 

21 December 2023 
“Ho ho ho”, Christmas Comes Early
A mere three days before Christmas, ascend to the top of 
Ouillon for a magical, musical extravaganza. Santa Claus will 
be there, along with all the Sybelles® mascots, ready to meet 
children, receive their wish lists and drawings, and pose for 
photos-before he takes off in his sleigh for Lapland. 

This enchanting event is free with a ski pass.
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13 & 14 January 2024 
Sybelles® Festival
Musical weekend at Ouillon (included 
with the ski pass):
-  Saturday: concerts with Hyphen 

Hyphen, Charlie Winston and Fishbach
-  Sunday: concerts with Julien Granel, 

Hervé and Fishbach

From €28 on Saturday (instead of 
€56.40) and from €39 on Sunday (instead 
of €56.40). Weekend formula from €67 
for 2 days instead of €112, i.e. 40 to 50% 
savings.

31 December 2023 
New Year’s Before-Eve
This New Year’s Eve,the summit of 
Ouillon, the vibrant centre of the 
Sybelles® ski area, morphs into an 
elegant snow-bar situated at a lofty 
2,400 metres, boasting a 360-degree 
panoramic view. 

On the tasting menu, you’ll find over 
100 kilos of fine Cancale oysters, paired 
perfectly with Crémant de Savoie 
Sybelles® Bulles from Maison Viallet, 
along with a selection of non-alcoholic 
beverages. 

This enchanting event is free with  
a ski pass.

28 December 2023 / 15, 22, 29 February / 7 March 2024 
Festi’kids
Les Sybelles® has prepared special entertainment for families. The biggest dance 
floor at altitude awaits, featuring mascots, games, and gifts.

Here’s what’s on the agenda: Sample Gaston’s cakes, receive Sybelles® gifts, share a 
warm embrace, and snap photos with your favourite Sybelles® mascots. Then make 
your way to the Snowpy Mountain zone to take on the challenges set by Snowpy, the 
mischievous rabbit. 

This enchanting event is free with a ski pass.

11 February 2024 
International Ski Patrol 
Day by Helly Hansen
International first ski patrollers Day first  
– free access. Animation, workshops and 
demo of rescue professions (avalanche 
dog, sled etc.) In the evening, descent of 
ski patrollers, groomer hurdle, 
entertainment. 

28 mars 2024 
Prinoth Cup
On March 28, Les Sybelles will host the 
PRINOTH Cup, the world cup reserved 
for snow groomer drivers. The 
competition takes place every year in a 
different ski resort where drivers 
compete in technical tests. The winners 
of each category stand out for their 
dexterity, precision and responsiveness 
in handling snow groomers.

31 mars 2024 
Sybelles’Raclette
The largest raclette in the world, on the 
Ouillon plateau,

20€ upon reservation 7
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#6belles 

6 belles stations
6 ambiances à vivre

Les Sybelles® is made up of 6 family-
friendly mountain resorts, each with its 
distinct personality. 

Connected by an extensive network of ski 
slopes and lifts, the six resorts present a 
diverse range of accommodation options 
and holiday ambiances, from traditional 
village settings to contemporary, bustling 
resorts. 

Catering to a variety of preferences, Les 
Sybelles® features everything from hotels 
and residences equipped with swimming 
pools, spas, and fitness centres, to cosy 
family gîtes in quaint villages, spacious 
apartments perfect for groups of friends in 
larger resorts, and secluded chalets. 
Welcome to Les Sybelles.

Le Corbier   The Galactic One  -  1,550 m 

Le Corbier stands as a third-generation integrated resort, 
distinguished by its unique architecture that blends wooden 
facades with modern towers. Designed to be fully pedestrian-
friendly, the resort features an interconnected indoor shopping 
arcade, offering a range of shops, dining options, and essential 
services all within a stone’s throw. Renowned for its ski-in/
ski-out lodging and sun-soaked terraces, Le Corbier is a 
favorite among visitors for its inviting family atmosphere, 
convenient amenities, recreational facilities, vibrant nightlife, 
and quick, direct routes to the Sybelles® ski slopes. Le Corbier 
has been awarded the Famille Plus label. 
www.le-corbier.com

La Toussuire   The Dynamic One  -  1,800 m 

Located on an expansive plateau at 1,800 metres, La Toussuire 
boasts extraordinary sunshine and sweeping 360° panoramic 
views. An iconic Alpine destination, the resort is famed for its 
diverse array of activities, including snowshoeing, Nordic 
walking, microlighting, paragliding, tobogganing, and dog 
sledding, to name a few. While La Toussuire has modernised 
over the years, it has preserved the charm and authenticity of 
a traditional mountain village, complete with picturesque 
chalets at its core. The resort’s centre is fully pedestrianised 
and serves as a hub for a wide variety of events. Its expansive 
snow front offers quick and direct access to the Les Sybelles® 
ski area through several lifts, including the newly-installed 
Côte du Bois gondola.
www.la-toussuire.com
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Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves    
The Traditional One  -  1,500 m 

Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves is a charming village resort steeped in 
tradition, situated at the base of the renowned Croix de Fer 
cycling pass and the Etendard glacier. The village boasts 
character, featuring quintessential Savoyard chalets and a 
diverse array of lodging options. Direct ski access to the 
Sybelles® ski area. With its rugged landscapes, expansive and 
in some instances ‘Alpine’ slopes, Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves 
seamlessly merges tradition with modernity, offering a variety 
of sports activities alongside a lively après-ski scene. The Vallée 
des Arves dairy cooperative churns out 5,000 wheels of 
Beaufort annually.
www.saintsorlindarves.com

Saint-Jean-d’Arves   The Pastoral One  -  1,550 m 

In Saint-Jean-d’Arves’ 22 hamlets, you’ll find a quintessential 
mountain village ambiance. Renovated farmhouses, chalets, 
and residences share the landscape with working farms—a nod 
to the village’s agricultural heritage.   With quick, direct routes 
to the high-altitude Sybelles® ski area, the village also features 
a beginner-friendly snow front. From dairy farming to stunning 
vistas, Saint-Jean-d’Arves maintains its authentic, family-
oriented charm.
www.sja73.com

Les Bottières   The Relaxing One  -  1,300 m 

An authentic mountain village perched on a sunny mountain 
ledge, Les Bottières serves as an idyllic sanctuary for a 
relaxing holiday and a reconnection with one’s roots. The 
resort consists solely of chalets situated near the snow 
front, along with six ski runs tailored for beginners—ideal 
for your first foray onto the slopes. Quick access to the 
Sybelles® ski area ensures superb skiing for the more 
experienced. Les Bottières maintains its focus on outdoor 
and sporting pursuits, offering ski touring and snowshoeing 
amid an exceptionally pristine natural environment, 
featuring forests, ridges, and gullies. 
www.Sybelles.ski/decouvrir/les-stations/les-bottieres

Saint-Colomban-des-Villards The 

Authentic One  -  1,100 m 

A quintessential mountain village nestled in a pristine 
valley, Saint-Colomban-des-Villards transports you back in 
time with its enchanting hamlets with closely-knit houses. 
Directly connected to the Sybelles® ski area via its slopes, 
the village has retained its traditional allure while evolving a 
top-notch tourism infrastructure. Positioned midway up the 
renowned Glandon cycling pass, the village exudes a ‘Great 
North’ ambiance. Here, you can enjoy snowshoeing 
alongside a river and ski touring in an extraordinarily 
untouched setting, all with a backdrop of the Belledonne 
mountain range.
www.saint-colomban.com
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A new 10-seater gondola  
will create a direct link  
from La Toussuire to Ouillon.

Slated for operation in December 2025, this lift will serve as the 
second section of the 10-seater Côte Du Bois gondola, which 
was inaugurated in January 2023. Representing a €M13 
investment, the extension will facilitate quick and direct access 
from La Toussuire’s snow front, elevating riders from 1,800 to 
2,400 metres. 
Opening December 2025.

The new all-season  
Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves gondola
The new Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves gondola is set to connect 
Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves to the Ouillon plateau in under 13 minutes. 
During the winter, the new lift will optimise skier distribution 
throughout the ski area, offering panoramic skiing with 
360-degree views. Come summer, holidaymakers will find 
themselves less than 25 minutes from l’Ouillon once they reach 
the gondola’s summit. 

This significant investment aims to bolster Les 
Sybelles’appeal as a prime destination in winter and summer. 

Opening in 2025. 

Integration of photovoltaic energy 
production systems on ski area 
structures

Les Sybelles® has initiated a comprehensive study and 
investment plan aimed at offsetting a portion of its annual 
electricity use through the integration of photovoltaic panels 
on building rooftops. Various structures, spanning several 
hundred square metres - including offices, garages, and 
technical sites - have been assessed for this initiative. 

From December 2025.

New Offers, Investments
Les Sybelles® of Tomorrow 
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The Sybelles® ski area is consistently updating 
its facilities and enhancing slope accessibility. 
It’s investing in photovoltaic energy and soft 
mobility, whilst also initiating feasibility 
studies to connect the valleys with the 
mountain resorts. 

Recognising its responsibility to be increasingly 
virtuous, competitive, and innovative, as well as 
to diversify its winter and summer offerings, 
Les Sybelles® aims to invest 100 million euros 
over the forthcoming decade. 

Spotlight on five key initiatives: 

Integration of leisure facilities  
in a nature zones around  
the Ouillon plateau

Les Sybelles® is working on a year-round development plan to 
provide guests with a unique experience. This involves 
immersive, interactive adventures in a fantastical world, 
facilitated by an Explor Games® application. 

This project is aligned with broader efforts to rejuvenate the 
region and enhance its appeal. Environmental sustainability and 
tourism performance are key elements, augmenting both the 
winter and summer offerings at Les Sybelles. 

The opening is set to coincide with the launch of the new 
Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves gondola lift.

A valley lift to improve  
mountain access and reduce 
environmental impact

The team behind the Les Sybelles® ski area is advancing plans 
to bolster mountain accessibility by investing in soft mobility 
solutions. These will complement the existing rail services with 
a multimodal transport approach, covering the remaining 
kilometres to the resort accommodations. 

The objective is to establish a ropeway link between the 
Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne international train station and the 
Sybelles® ski resorts by 2032. The managers of Les Sybelles® 
ski area have decided to bring this project to the attention of 
the local authorities. The valley lift aims to make rail options 
more appealing, reducing the carbon footprint by reducing 
the number of vehicles used by holidaymakers, resort staff, 
and local residents.  This move will also enhance transport 
safety and diminish the need for delivery trucks to reach 
high-altitude resorts. 

Opening in 2032. Estimated budget: €M50.

New Offers, Investments
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Activities 

Ultralight flights over 
the peaks
Join Sébastien, a seasoned ultralight 
pilot, for a stunning aerial tour of the 
mountains. 

Soar over quaint villages, high-altitude 
lakes, and ski areas while enjoying 
awe-inspiring views of the Pointe de 
l’Ouillon, the Col de la Croix de Fer, and 
particularly the majestic Aiguilles 
d’Arves, the Belledonne range, the Pic de 
l’Etendard, and naturally, Mont Blanc. 
Take-off is from the ULM runway 
designed for skiers, located on the «La 
Grande Vadrouille» blue run in Le 
Corbier/Saint-Jean-d’Arves.

Sybel ULM - Sébastien 
From €95/person. for 10 mn  
and €140/person. for 20 mn  
Tel: +33 (0)6 72 25 71 39

Fat bikes and e-bikes  
on snow
The ski area provides a superb range of 
mountain biking opportunities to suit 
winter sports enthusiasts of all abilities.

From leisurely rides to downhill runs, 
explore new thrills on a Fat Bike or the 
renowned E-Bike, an electrically assisted 
bicycle designed for snowy terrains. 
Experienced instructors are on hand to guide 
you through the experience.  
Minimum height 1.50 m.

Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves & Saint-Jean-d’Arves 
ARVAN VTT MONTAGNE 
Tel: +33 (0)6 13 84 52 77 - 35€ per downhill 
run with Fat Bike and 65€ for E-Bike 

La Toussuire 
HERVÉ VIDAL SPORT 
Tel: +33 (0)4 79 56 75 83  
€75 per guided outing with E-Bike

Snake Gliss: thrills and laughs  
with togoggans on the slopes 
Once the ski area shuts for the day, the stage is set for the exhilarating fun of 
Snake Gliss.

Comprising 10 interconnected sleds - steered by a professional - this activity 
promises a captivating experience for both the young and the young at heart. Each 
descent lasts for an hour and is guaranteed to leave you laughing. To participate, 
you’ll need a valid day pass or a pedestrian lift ticket. Accessible from age 10. 

Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves 
SNAKE GLISS AVEC QUENTIN 
Reservation required - Tel: +33 (0)6 26 38 56 40 
30€/pers. for a 1-hour descent with hot drinks. 

Le Corbier et La Toussuire 
SNAKE GLISS WITH LILIAN 
Reservation required - Tel: +33 (0)6 07 54 18 60  
20€/pers. for a 40 minutes descent.
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Fun tours and workshops  
at the Vallée des Arves  
dairy cooperative
The Saint Sorlin d’Arves cooperative turns an 
impressive 2.5 million litres of milk annually 
into 5,500 wheels of Beaufort PDO. 

Crafted from mountain cow’s milk, alpine 
flowers, and traditional expertise, this cheese is 
a celebration of local know-how. Choose from 
self-guided or guided tours complete with 
Beaufort tastings, lasting between 45 minutes 
to an hour. Additionally, guided tours of the 
cellars are available every morning, except 
Sundays.

www.beaufortdesarves.com

Taste the benefits  
of mountain medicinal plants
Manu Burlot, a farmer-gatherer specialising in organic 
mountain plants in Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves, invites you to 
explore his «Infusions des Arves.” 

He uncovers the flavours and medicinal benefits of over 20 
officinal, aromatic, and culinary plants. 
These are all hand-picked at altitudes ranging from 1,200m 
to 2,000m, in ecologically preserved areas.  
Visits by appointment

Information: www.infusionsdesarves.fr

Visit farms with farmers, 
see the animals,  
and taste the milk.
Visits organised during the winter season in 
Saint-Jean d’Arves. Further information and 
reservations at the Saint Jean d’Arves Tourist 
Office.

Price: 2€/pers (donated to the farmer giving the 
tour) and free for children under 3.

Information: + 33 (0)4 79 59 73 30 
www.sja73.com
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Les Sybelles
in numbers 

20 %

100 %

6
largest 
connected 
area in 
Europe

largest connected  
area in France

of the energy used by the 
ski lifts and facilities 

across the ski area comes 
from renewable sources 

since 2019

decrease in artificial 
snow production, thanks 

to digital tools 
maintaining an agro-

pastoral system 
particularly suited  

to the area

ski resorts

4th

7th
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30 hectares  
of ski runs  
for all abilities

play  
areas 

393

22

21 %

136

68

638 

2 620

1 100

ski lifts

less consumption  
by groomers

snow-making 
machines

reduction in 
electricity 

consumption and 
noise emissions 

thanks to the new 
ski lifts and training 

training in eco-
driving

Altitude max  
(m)

Altitude min 
(m)

ski runs for all levels

10 %
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Climate and Energy
/  Ski Area Carbon Neutrality by 2037.

/  Supporting the emergence of the hydrogen-powered 
groomer and promoting the roll-out of carbon-free hydrogen 
sources.

/  Initiating a carbon footprint assessment.

/  Eco-driving training for groomer operators.

/  Eco-driving training for chairlift, gondola, and aerial 
tramway operators, and installing automatic eco-driving 
devices.

/  Closing superfluous lifts during off-peak hours, provided it 
doesn’t impact the number of available runs.

/  Sourcing 100% of energy utilised by ski lifts and other 
facilities throughout the ski area from renewable energy 
through a green contract with EDF.

/  Using digital solutions like SNOWSAT on snow groomers to 
gauge real-time snow thickness on slopes, thereby fine-
tuning operation timings, minimising snow production 
periods, and optimising the management of all resources, 
whether technical, human, or material.

Tangible Eco-commitments
to Preserve 
the Mountains

The Les Sybelles® ski area has set itself the 
objective of reaching carbon neutrality by 2037, 
through immediate steps to protect the 
environment and harness all available means to 
cut carbon and lower energy usage. 

Since 2020, this initiative has led to the 
execution of 16 eco-commitments that address 
climate concerns via an action plan focused on 
energy conservation and a phased approach to 
decarbonising operations, aiming for zero 
emissions by 2037. 

The plan also features provisions for more 
efficient management, conservation, and 
distribution of water for artificial snow 
production, to offset fluctuations in natural 
snowfall. 

Additionally, it outlines investments in 
biodiversity protection and a forward-thinking 
strategy to maintain the landscape, whilst also 
addressing waste produced by tourism.
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Water and agriculture
/  Water storage for balanced withdrawal over time.

/  Water savings: Real-time measurement of snow depth at 
multiple points on the slopes to fine-tune snow 
production volumes throughout the season.

/  Support for pastoralism and water sharing: In times of 
drought, communal use of water resources with local 
livestock farmers, as well as for fire-fighting and potable 
water needs where suitable.

Biodiversity
/  Ecological inventory: Within five years, each operator 

inventory environmental data for the natural areas in 
question including fauna, flora, wetlands, wintering 
areas, breeding areas, and more since 2015. This 
inventory will be systematically updated in areas where 
work is undertaken.

/  Protection of mountain galliformes: 100% of ropeway 
sections that may be obstacles to the flight of large birds 
- in particular of the black grouse - will carry 
signalisation.

Landscapes
/  Planting after construction work: Commitment to replant 

100% of the grassy/high mountain pasture areas after 
ground levelling work.

/  Commitment to the use of endemic seeds for replanting.

Waste
/  Waste collection in natural areas: Organisation of 

pick-up operations every spring.

/  Raising skier and hiker awareness to reduce waste in 
100% of the resorts, in partnership with associations like 
Mountain Riders.

These specific measures from Les Sybelles® form part of 
the 16 eco-commitments plan implemented since 2020 
across all 238 French ski areas through Domaines Skiables 
de France (DSF). For context, ski area operations contribute 
to just 3% of the carbon footprint for a day’s skiing, 
whereas transport makes up 52%, accommodation 21%, 
clothing and ski/leisure equipment 16%, and food 8%. 
(Source: GHG emissions study Ademe, sector guide 2022).

An ecological data center 
which works thanks to 
renewable energies.

All servers of Sybelles® are 
located at Grenoble (french 
Alps) at a service provider who 
focused on renewable 
energies.

Biodegradable  
runway maps

In a bid to improve customer 
communication quality and 
align with its dedication to 
environmental sobriety, Les 
Sybelles® is refreshing its piste 
map by using biodegradable 
paper. All piste maps are 
shipped to Les Sybelles® using 
a consolidated freight system 
to minimise the carbon 
footprint as effectively as 
possible. 
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Story
Ideas 

Taste the benefits of  
mountain medicinal plants
Meet Manu Burlot, a farmer-gatherer of organic medicinal, 
aromatic, and culinary mountain plants in Saint-Sorlin 
d’Arves, known for his «Infusions des Arves». 

Manu Burlot works with a selection of 20 different plants, 15 
of which are hand-picked in the wild at elevations ranging 
between 1200m and 2000m, in conservation areas. 

Four plants are cultivated at an altitude of 1,500m, without 
mechanisation, in adherence to organic standards. These 
plants are air-dried and hand-packaged, aligning with both 
environmental considerations and the stipulations of Organic 
Agriculture guidelines.  

Driving a dog sled team  
in Le Corbier
Stepping into the musher’s shoes and taking the reins of a 
sled is a dream for many, and it’s a dream that can become 
a reality! 

This activity is popular among adults and children aged 8 
and up. After getting acquainted with the dogs and 
understanding the mechanics of the sled, the fledgling 
mushers take the helm. Go? Giddyup? 

It’s not easy to launch a team of 3 or 4 dogs. Thankfully, with 
tips from a seasoned musher, achieving speed and smooth 
gliding is just moments away!
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An unforgettable ultralight flight 
over snow-covered peaks and slopes
Join Sébastien, a seasoned ultralight pilot, for a stunning 
aerial tour of the mountains. 

Soar over quaint villages, high-altitude lakes, and ski areas 
while enjoying awe-inspiring views of the Pointe de l’Ouillon, 
the Col de la Croix de Fer, and particularly the majestic 
Aiguilles d’Arves, the Belledonne range, the Pic de l’Etendard, 
and naturally, Mont Blanc. 

A Baroque masterpiece in the Alpine 
village of Saint-Sorlin-d’Arves
Built in 1603 and expanded in 1656, the Baroque-style 
Saint-Saturnin church is dedicated to Saint-Saturnin, the 
patron saint of grazing animals. 

The edifice showcases exquisite altarpieces crafted by three 
Haute-Maurienne sculptors, as well as works from the 
renowned Maurienne painter, Gabriel Dufour. The church’s 
most original feature is its glass bead funeral wreaths, which 
hang from the facades rather than being laid on graves; this is 
to prevent them from breaking due to snowfall. Scheduled visits 
1 day/week, subject to the weekly programme).

A day in the life  
of a fun zone manager
Fun zones are an essential part of family holidays. 

Come and meet the creative mind who conjures up 
unforgettable experiences to keep the memory-making  
in full swing. 
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A43
Sortie 26

Sortie 27

La Toussuire

Le Corbier
Les Bottières

St-Sorlin-d’ArvesLes Sybelles
St-Jean-d’Arves

St-Colomban-
des-Villards St-Jean-de-Maurienne

La Chambre

Paris - Lyon
Genève - Grenoble

Turin
Milan

Chambéry

Lyon

Paris

Grenoble

Annecy

Press contacts

Do you need images or videos to organise a news story, obtain more 
information, or speak to someone? We are available.

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA
Alexandre Bérard 
alex@alternativemedia.fr 
+33 (0)6 45 42 95 46 

PLRP 
Philippine Lauraire 
philippine@plrp.fr  
+33 (0)6 76 15 84 10

Skiing

 Follow us @lessybelles  #OnATous20ans  www.Sybelles.ski

The six ski resorts of Les Sybelles,  
France’s fourth-largest ski area located  
in the heart of the Maurienne, are easily  

and quickly accessible by train, car, and plane. 

In less than 4.5 hours, you can transition from the bustling 
atmosphere of Paris to the snowy haven of the Sybelles® 
resorts. 

Taking the train is the most eco-friendly method to reach Les 
Sybelles. Notably, the SNCF stations at Saint Jean de Maurienne 
and Saint-Avre - La Chambre are less than 20 km from the 
closest ski slopes. Upon disembarking the train, buses operate 
to all six resort locations. 

From Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Lille, Nantes, Amiens, and 
Grenoble, TGV and TER trains run daily to Maurienne’s SNCF 
stations. With its minimal carbon footprint, eco-friendly travel 
options, and offering a relaxed, safe journey free from traffic 
congestion, the train is our preferred choice.

By car, the closest Les 
Sybelles® resort is a mere 17 
km from the A43 motorway 
exit, while the furthest is just 
25 km away. 

Les Sybelles® resorts are 659 
km from Paris; 183 km from 
Lyon, 84 km from Chambéry, 
113 km from Grenoble, 169 
km from Geneva 
(Switzerland).  

By plane, Les Sybelles® ski 
resorts are close to the 
airports of Chambéry (74 km), 
Lyon Saint Exupéry (159 km), 
Grenoble (149 km),  
Geneva - Switzerland (161 km), 
and Turin Italy (153 km). 

Regular bus services to the 
ski resorts depart every 
Saturday from Lyon-Saint 
Exupéry and Chambéry 
airports. 

Opening hours and prices: 
www.altibus.com

 +  

at Les Sybelles!


